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ABS'l'RA.C'! 

A shell model calculation has been done of the lower lying levels of N14 

' 12 
under the assumption that the C nucleus forms an inert core about which two 

nucleons can move in lp112, 2s
112

, ld
512

, or ld
3
i

2 
orbitals. It has been 

possible to give shell model assignments to practically ali of the observed 

levels in N14 below 10.50 Mev. and these assignments are in good agreement with 

the expez:imental data and with other theoretical calculations. Several levels 

not predicted by this.model are expected to arise from the excitation of 

12 lp
312 

particle(s) out o£ the C core into higher orbitals~ 

',· 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

'i'he're has been a great d~al of experimental W"Ork and theoretical work 

done on the nuclear properties of nitrogen 14 and neighboring 'nuclei in the 

past decade. Nitrogen 14 is at the end of the lp shell 4nd just before the 

2s, ld she 11. The nitrogen 14 nuc leuG still has few enough nuc leona th.a t it 

is amenable to a more or less detailed ahell model calculation such as those 

calculations done by Inglis
1

, KJJrath2, Visscher and Ferren3 ~Elliott4 , 
5 6-9 . . ' 8 . . . ·. . . 9 '· . 

Skyrme , and others • • T~lmi and Unna and Warburton and Pinkston have 

considered more specific models in thefr calculations and have met with varying 
\ 

degrees of success depending on the model or models assumed. These latter cal-

culations indicate that in the jJ-coupling notation, a calcutation should 

include the lp
312 

and lp
112

. particles in the lp shell as well' as the 2s
112

, 

ld
512

, arid ld
3

/
2 

particles in the 2s,ld shell. It ia unlikel}' that the 

14 structure and properties of the lower lyfns states of N are affected appre-

ciably by excita.tion of the 1s
112 

particles.· There are, however, certain 

properties of the lower lying states which can be explained by exciting particles 

. . 1 7 
into the 2p, lf she 1 • · 

. . - . 1-6 . 
The earlier calculations considered configurations in the p shell only 

. . •' 

and were intermediate-coup~ing. calculati_ons~ For nuclei between mass 5 and 

mass 16' the coupling schem:~ appeared to be 'nearly .• a t..s coupling scheme near . 

the beginning of the lp shell and progreSSI:l~ steadily t:owards B jj coupling 
. . ' . ~ - . 

schem~ as one approached the _end of the lp shell.. Many of.the low lying levels 

of N14 result from exciti~~l 'one or more particles frQnl the lp shell into the 

2s,ld shell. Consequently thes~ calculations could not hope to· explain all 

. 14 
the lower lying levels in N • 

.\''. 

' ... , .. ~- '• . 
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. .· . 9 
Warburton and Pinkston us~d experimental data such as cross sections, 

. .;:_ ~:.... 

electric. quadrupole and ma.gnetic dipole trB.nsi~ion ·nces, branching ratios of 

electromagnetic transitions, spin, parity, etc. as a guide to •.ietennine what 

the configurations and their. admixtures were for practically all the levels in 

N
14 

up to 10.50 Mev. The results of Warbu;rton and Pinkston will be compared 

with the results of this paper in Section IIL 

Talmi- and Unna
8 h~ve taken an entirely different approach and assUmed that 

the states are· given by pure jj configutations with very __ little mixing between 

these configurations. The method of Taimi and Unna is to adjust several 

parameters which describe an effective biio--body force between the particles so 

that th~ best agreement with the exp¢r1.lnentaL level!3. is obtained. By adjusting 

their force parameters in this way, T.~lmi and Unna··a:r;:e able to include for the 
~ .. ::". ·,· : 

most part the effects of configuration mixing on the energy levels8 •
10

. 'l'almi 

and Unna are not restricted to one nucleus but are able to apply their method 

with the same parameters with a great deal of succ~ss to the several nuclei in 

one part of the.periodic table whose basic configurations come from the same. 

set of she 11 model levels~ 
. 14 

The results of Talmi and Unna for N . will be corn-

pared with the results in this paper in Section III. 

No one, to this author's knowledge, has done a conventional shell model 
. . . ~ 

calculation which includes the lp
312 

and the lp
112 

configurations in tqe lp shell 

and the 2s
112

, ld
512

, and ld
3

/ 2 configurations in the 2s,ld shell. Considering 

o16 
as the core, this type of calculation for N

14 
·would effectively be a 4-particl,, 

·calculation and would be quite involved. However~ with the high-speed computing 

machines which are currently available, this type of calculation is not out of 

the question .. It is not 'clear whether it would be necessary to introduce a 

tensor fotce in this type o£ calculation .iri 6rder to fit both the ~roperties of 
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. . 

tl:te low lying lew~h of N
14 

and the (3··decay matrix element ~hich is cl.e.duce:d · 

from the ~-decay of.C 
14 

14 
In this paper, a conventional two~particle she 11 model of N was done 

with the assumption that c12 
was an inert core wi ~h .9. confj guration of. 

't. 
With thi ti th 1 ] 4 . t t . f NLf ld s assump on, e ower .y .... ng s a es o wou. 

then result from two particles in lp
112

, 2s
112

, ld
512

, or ld
312 

orbitals. Since 

12 
C does not really form an inert core, it is expected, as the p-shell calcu·-

lations1-5 and this calculation.confirm, that some of .the lower levels in Nlt+ 

will result from lp
312 

particles being excited out. of the c12 
core into higher 

orbitals. The levels in N
14 

which arise i.n this way will be called core-excited 

levels and, wherever possible, these states will be pointed out in Section IU. 

Section li of this paper will discuss 'the calculati.on. on the energy le've13. 

of N
14

, the parameters used, and the r<:sults. In Section III, the results of. 

' . 

this calculation will be compared wi.th other t.heoretica~. calculations and 1.-1ith 

. .· . t .1 i. f i ll-l5 
var1.ous exper1.men a . n ormat on. 

II• CHOICE OF PARAMETERS AND RESULTS 

It is desirable to choose. the parameters used i.n. any calculation f"ror:•. j irOt 

princi.ples as much as possible. In addition~. _,:~ne inust be guid~d by t'be pan:,i:!~~terr: 

vJhic.:h have worked we 11 in the past and. finally make a compromise be~\·reen the 

above two sets of paramete'rs, o~ ,rationalize on the Set of parameter B u&ed. S:i.n,·, 

ne it. her the force between nucle.ons nor the many particle system is under.,;.• L:;d 

in det:al.l., the final justifi.cation is the comparison of the theoreti(.:al n -;:dts 

with the experimental data. 

As pi.>tnt:ed out in Section I,· .the c12 
nucleus will be considered as an 

j_nert core whi.ch forms a central attractive potential in which two nucleons. 
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a proton and a neutron, move. It will further be assumed that these nucleons 

can only move in the lp
112

, 2s
112

, ld
512

, and ld
312 

orbitals. Since no con

fusion will ~ise in this paper, the radial quantum number shall be omitted 

and lp
112

., 2s
112

, ld
512

, and ld
312 

will be writt~n· as p
112

, s
112

, d
512

, and 

d
312 

respectively. 

14 
energy, 

The states of N can be described by the/total angular momentum, parity, 

total isotopic spin, and z-component of isotopic spin. In the case of N14 the , 

:i-component of isotopic spin is zero. The nuclear force is essentially charge 

independent and it will therefore be assumed that the total isotopic spin of a 

state is a good quantum number. The Coulomb force does not conserve isotopic 

spin, but tends to mix states with· different values of the isotopic spin, T. 

14 . . . 12 
For example, the proton inN interacting with the C core will mix a small 

amount of-T = 1 states into the T = 0 states and a small amount of T "' 0 states 

into the T = 1 states. This admixture in N14 will be one per cent or less and 

will be neglected. Note that our wave functions will be antisymmetric under 

interchange of the two particles in this space.s spin, and isotopic spin space. 

A. Single Particle Parameters' 

The difference in the interactions of neutrons in the.various orbitals 

12 . . l \ 
with the C core can be determined from the experimental energy levels of C -

if'the states listed in Table I are assumed to be pure single particle states 

as is done in this paper. These single particle interactions are normalized so 

that a pl/ 2 particle has zero interaction with the core. It is then necessary 

to add an arbitrary energy normalization to the resulting energy levels in N14 .i.n 

)"( ·. + 
order to have the lowest calculated J ,T = 1 ,0 level coincide with the energy 

14 'whi. h M of the .ground state of N c is at zero ev. It is possible to calculate 



;-·, 
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·_.,· . . · 

what the absolute interaction energy of a p
112 

neutron with the core is by 

using' the c12 - c13 mass difference. 

Note that this interaction energy of a p
112 

neutron with the core is based 

on the assumption that the other 12 nucleons form an inert spherical core. 
. . 12 .. . . 

That is, in this paper, the deformation of the C core and the fact that the 

ground state of c12 . is not a pure. (lsl/2) 
4 

(lp3/2) 
8 configuration have been 

2 According to Thomas 16 and 17 the resonance energies neglected. , Lane and Thomas , 

observed by scattering experiments will be shifted from the true energy eigen-

values ·of the system. Calculation of these energy shifts require the adoption 

13 13 . of specific nuclear models for C and N • For the purposes of this paper, it 

will be assumed that these shifts are negligible. 

The Coulomb interaction energy of a proton with the c12 core can be deter-

mined by assuming that the Coulomb interaction energy is the difference between 

the interaction energy of a neutron in a given orbital with the c12 core and 

the interaction energy of a proton in the same orbital with the c12 core. 

These Coulomb and nuclear interaction energies with the c12 core for the four 

orbitals considered are listed in Table II. 

. 18 Harmonic oscillator· wave functions · were used to represent the single 

particle wave functions and their space dependence is 
.. 2 

-vr /2 
e 

where L~ (x) is aniassociated Laguerre polynomiat19 

this calculation will be discussed in Section !C. 

B. NuclearForce Parameters 

The. valuP. of \' used iP. 

Since N14 consists of a neutron and a proton outside the c12 core~ the 

nuclear interaction between these two particles, assumed to be a central 

. .. ....:..-···· 
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interaction, can be separated into four separate forces, a singlet-even force, 

a triplet-even force, asinglet-odd force, and a triplet-odd force. Analysis 

20 . . 21 22 
of experimental results and other theoretical calculations ' indicate 

that the singlet-odd and triplet-odd forces play a less dominant role than the 
. . . ~-- ~ 

singlet-even and triplet-even forces in the two-particle interaction. For 

this reason, the neutron-proton force is assumed to consist of a singlet-even 

force and a triplet-even force and that both of these forces have the same 

radial dependence. A Gaussian well was taken for this radial dependence for 

calculational simplicity •. The nuclear force is therefore of the form, 

(2) 

where Pr and Pu are the space exchange and spin exchange operators respectively. 

a is the ratio of the triplet-even force strength to the singlet-even force 

strength. The value o£V
0 
and~ were taken to be -8.125 Mev and 0.2922 f- 2 

which makes this force have a singlet-even strength the same as the singlet-even 

force
21 

used successfully in Pb 206 • This singlet-even force has. an effective 

23 range, r = 2.65 fermis, and a bound state at zero energy 
OS 

parameters a and v is discussed below. 

C. Parameters v and a 

The choice of the 

The choice for the two parameters v and a was not discussed in the pre-

ceding tw·o sections because they cannot be determined with as much confidence 

as the other parameters in·the calculation. These parameters were chosen 

partially by heuristic calculations and partially .by the best agreement with 

the experimental energy levels of N14 as will be discussed below. 

. -
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From the relative position of the singlet and triplet Qtstes of the deuteron, 

22 one expect a that the ratio· of the triplet-even strength to the singlet-even 

s~rength, o:, to be about 1.5. Calculations lulve been wade of !:he excited energy 

14' h levels of N wit the parameter o: varying from 1 to 3 in atepa of 0.5 for 

various choices of v.. The enargiea of the T t=~ 1 and T tin 0 at& teas varied quite 

rapidly t~ith o:. -2 n + For e~pla, for v ~ 0.3f and with the lawe~t J ,r ~ 1 ,0 level 

normalized to zero Mev.» the lolrest o'~·,l level varied line&rly frtarm abG~ut 0.5 Mev. 

to about 7 Mev. as o: wam ch&ngoo from l to 3. + The other 1 9 0 levels changed at 

a slightly slower rate when o: was varis«l. 

The harmonic oscillator pammater v can be ®tsrmined in sarveral l'~ys.; 

Following Redlich's approsch24 , the expectation value of r 2, < r 2 >, in the 

2 . . 
p shell is 5/2v and the expectation vmlue of r in the a,d shell is 7/2v. 

Picking a fixed v for all particles end assuming .that it is the Lltter v~lue 

of < r
2 > \:lhich is important, one t:Llk@s 

(3) 

2 -2 
'!'~ki1lg A = 14, this value of < r > yielda v~ 0.3 £ &nd 11. w:::::::; 13 Mav. This 

is in agreement with the calculations of Redlich24 and Talmi and unna
8

• 

21 
Another possible way to det:srmiilia v is t:hat done by True and Jlord • In 

this case, the clelsSical turning point of a particle <in the third oscillator 

level is set equal to a suitable nuclear radiua, r . Picking the sams radius 

sa above, one has 

This method fixes v to be just twice the v abovee One has in this case, 

-2 
y-;:::::::0.6£ and fuz26 Mev. This vtAluta of-fw.>appears to be too large on the 

basis .of other evidence
8

' 24 • 

(4) 

\ 
' 

l 
i 
J 

·l 
I 
l 

I 
! 

I 
I 

. i 
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Calculations lvere carried out on the aiWrgy l~ls of N for v l:li 0.2, 0.3, 

-2 . . 
0.4, 0.5, and 0.6 f for all five valuea of a quoted &have. !lote that only 

the ratio of v/f3 enters in tho calculatian, t!nd eo varying v with f3 fixed ia 

aqui~lont to varying f3 with v fi~. 

·~ring these calculAted rei3Ults with the ~riment&l erwrgy levels 

of N14 indicated that: the beat fit to th~ exy'2rimelital &tta ~o with Ill v of 

-2 • I 

about 0.3 f and an a of about 1.6. The calculated lGvels ur~ U.stsd in 

Table III and are c~red with the e~ritwntal ll;l'lvels in .a Grotrilan di.ttgrtam 

in Fig. 1. Thia value of a is appro~taly thli'! sama &s that determined by 

22 25 26 other people 11 P •. 

E:::u:ept for the lowest l+~o and o+,l stlltas and two oth<ar statea, the cal

culated levels ar@ in ganertlll about 1 Y.J.aV .. too low as can be seen by Fig. 1. 
. 2 . 

These two lowar levels are pradaminantly p
112 

confisurstiona. If theoo two 

atat:es were depressed by about 1 l>!ev. reLative. to the others, and tha raeulting 

+ tlnergy Z~pectrum rGnormalized so that the lO""Waat 1·· 11 0 state "W\\10 at zero snmrgy P 

much better .sgnemant b6tweam th2ory and exper:!Jruant vould be obtained. It is 

quite reasonable that including the possibility of core excitations ~~uld 

2 Another possibility is· that t'hni p-sh.all particlGs have a smaller < r > 
. . 

th&n t:he s,d-shell particles doo Note that:~ the v for tha p-!!.!hell is em:oller 

tlulln the v for the s,d-M.ell as sb.own by (5). if th® sams < r 2 > im umed. 

and 

Thb w.culd indicate that the radial ~va ftm.ction of tho p. particles falls off 

les!!l rapidly tlw.n the radial wave functions cf tha a,4 particles. 
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Even if one took A ~~::~ 13 in {3) for the ~ ehell and A az 17 in (3) for the 

alld ch~ll, the v. would still oo flii!aller than the v· viz v~0.23 f-2 and 
p Std' -• i' 

~~ 
1 

v fJJ f}ii"/5$0 e 27 f-
2 ~ r . .. .~. 

r-:-. . . J 
. ..;.._~~;..."'-'--'-'"-' -~·"". ~--· ........ ----~"""-·· . _J ~·~~~~~.~=-~.~~~~--~ 

'l'lllking V < v .2 hma tho Gffect of moving the ground state up with rcop.ect to 
P m,\llo 

the Cither lii!velo u'uieh is Mt in ths daGlired cU.reetion to ~ tho discrepenc:ieo 

OOt:w-aen these calcul.a.tions and the e:c:parimental reGults. 

To aee what the effect of lw.ving v > v . ..n would M'li0 on th:a energy lewls, . p . a,Q 
. -2 

v and v d ~re determined co that v ..~~ = 0 o Tl f (Gee above) and v Wll3 fi~d · p sll . lJ,ra p 
. 2 /v .2 . 2 
by requiring that v < r > v d <r > d as 1, whera < r > ia given by (3) 

p p Sp 8p . p _.,. 
. 2 .. · 

with A = 13 and < r > s,d ia ·given by (3) with A tm 17. Thb procodure requires 

tMt the radial Wl'lve function of the p particles falls off more rapidly than 

tb.&t of the spd partieles and effectively cauaea the p particles to be closer 

to the core than the s,d particleiD. v determined p . 
-2 

in this way bscGmes 0.3226 f , 

and it ~a assumed that v = 0.32 £-2• 
p 

'fhe energy lewls wre c:alcul<lted for m14 with v = 0.32 f-2
P v a 0.27 f-

2, 
. .. p s,d 

lln<f a = 1.6. 'fheee calculatad sru:.rgy levels are com~red with the sxperimant.sl 

levels in Fig. 2 and are listed in Tabla IV. There is an over-all improvement 

in the agreemant bet~en theory and e~r:lment.- However, the :f.mprovam.<:lnt- iB 

not &a good as one might expect. 'l'his point: ldll be discussed further ls.ter in 

this paper. 

III. DISCUSSION Olf RESULT'S 

In this 
. -2 

sectionp all remarks will refer-to the calculation with vp ~ 0.32 f , 

-2 
f s and a = 1.6. The rosulte e.f this calculation mre Hated in V ~ m 0.27 

s,~ 

'1"4ble IV and compared with experiment in FigQ 2 and in 'l'able V. All r€ml2rkc 
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could equally 'to\'i!ll be applied to the c.alcula.tion with v m v ca 0.3 f-2. snd 
p s,d 

the results of this calculation ~re compared -vnth experimsnt.c:i.n' 
~--· : 

Fig. 1 (aes '!'able III abo). '!'be -wave funetions in both cases are practically 

the same and the same conclusion about the energy levels c&an be drawn. In fact, 

the results are quite insensitive to small variations in the parameters vp and 

v d. s, 

As pointed out in the introduction, the levels .which arise predominantly 

from. core excitation cann~t be. explaixwd with the model for N14 used in this 

1-9 paper. The levels which are expected to oo core·-excited levelSJ are the 

+ . + . + 3.95 Mev. 1 $0, 7.03 Mev. 2 ,0$ and the 9.17 1-iev. 2 ,1 levels. Fig. 2 indicates 
... ,. ·. . . . 14 

that these levels .are not predicted with this model of N • These conclutlliona 

are a lao supported by the works· of Harvey and Cerny12• 'l'he assignment of core

excited·levels to these levels is el!ilsent:ially in agreement_with the calculations 
. 8 .. 9 ' 

of Talmi and Unna and .Warburton and l'inkaton (aee Table V). 

One expects a rat.her large amount of the core-excited statoo to be admixed 

+ + with the 1 ,0 ground state and the 0 ,1 2tate at 2o312 Mev. which are c~lcu-

2 lated to be 93% and 90% p112 respectively (aeG Table IV). Since th~ae two 

tlitat.es are predomiMntly in the p shell, one expects a greater 4'1:mount of &dmb:-

ture with th~e core-excited states thl!ln one would expect for the other atJatea of 

N14 • Consequently, any calculation of the quadrupole moment or the ~gnatic 

moment of the ground state or the transition rates to either of these states 

would be questionable because .of these unknown admixtures. For emmple, a 

2 p112 configuration does not. contribute to· the quadrupole.moment. So a calcu-

Lation of the quadrupole moment of the ground state from the results of this 
. . ··. . . . 2 

p51per woula only have contributions from the small admixtures of d
512 

, s 112d3/ 2' 

d
3

/ 2d512, and d312
2 configurations in the ground state. These admixtures are 

exp~cted to 
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be a greatdeal leas than the admixtures of the core-excited states and so one 

could not: expect to·get. the correct value for the quadrupole moment. 

It is expected that the omission of the core..;exc.ited states in these calcu-

lations is the .. moat important single reason why the calculated and observed 

energy levelS do not agree betdtr' ~-Jeh :~h~ug}l VatiOUS v'·a· ~ftd, eX IS were USed, .· : ·. - '· .... :- . 

..... 
·'~ 

.-. ~--

The predictions of this calc'uietlon>£or the< she it model ~ssign:inents for 

the energy levels of N14 up to 10~5·0 ~~v.:·ex6itation energy ,ar~-c~p~red wit~~f;·' 
the predictions of Warburton an~ P.fhks~tcm9 a~i~l"lo~e cdTalmi and ~nna8 in ~:· 

There are severalJ·~ 1 ieveia:.imi~~ia~e.-iy·ab~ve-.9 Me:ii~'-whtch cannot 
. . . . . ' . . .... , ' .-. ~- -:. . . : ' . . . . . . . Table V. 

be given assignments from. this ~~1cuiat.io~.and · ccillsequentiy the assignments are 

omitted in Table V. 

There is e,dbellent agreement between the B:s~igi:unents of this paper for the 
. --~ ... , . . . : . 

spin, parity, isotopic spin, and shell model configurations of the levels in 

N14 
with the assignments of WB.rburton and Pinkston as can be seen in Table v. 

The comparison between the. predictions· of Talmi and Unna and those of thiS 

paper are also compared in Table V. 
. . + 

Except for the 10.42 Mev. 2 , 1 level, this 

paper is also in agreement with Talmi and Unna. It is quite possible that the 

+ calculated 10.12 Mev~ 2 -~ 1 level should be associated with the observed 9.17 Mev •. 

2+, 1 level and not the observed 10.42 Mev. 2+, 1 leveL Warburton and Pinkston 

·. + + . . 
imply that both the 9.17 Mev. 2 ~1 level and 10.42 Mev.·. 2 ,1 level conoist of. 

an admixture of a core-excited level and a level ~lith two particles in the 

s,d shell. Consequentlyp it would not he inconsi.stent with thetr results to 

associate the calculated 10.12 !1ev ·• 2+;1 level with either one of these known 

+ 2 ,1 levels~ 
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IV o CONCLUSIONS 

In view of the simple model taken for N
14 

which neglects the deformation 

and core-excitation of the c12 
core, it ii!J heartening th.a.t the agreement between 

the calculated energies, spins, and parity and those of the observed levels is 
. ··: . ·.·· .·· .. 

so good. .Also; the fact th&t :this model agr12ea :quite well with thre~ other 

quite d;ifferent typea of calc:ula.tioil.sp, t:he pure p~shell cialculationa, the 
.··.·· ., .. ,· ., 

approach of Warburton and Pinkston, and the approa~h of Talml and Unna, gives 

strength to the shell model assignments of:t:he energy levels which are given 

in this paper. ·: ., 

.. . .. l4. . . 
A calculation of the energy levelS of N · · with the two-body force used by 

·.·., •',;. 

Visscher and Ferrell3 ; a fore~ quite different fronr the ~ne uaed for the calcu-

lations described in this paper; y:ieid~d ~:~r~~tlcal~y th.e. same results as those 

described above. 

It is to be noted from Table IV that the eigenfunctions for practically all 

the states are quite pure jj two..;particle Wiave functions. This fact is also 

true of the unlisted eigenfunctions. This purity of the eigenfunctions appears 

8 . 
to have a direct connection with the conjecture of Talmi and Unna that it is 

possible to use pure jj wave functions and an effective potential to calculate 

energy eigenvalu~s. That is, in. some manner_ which iB not completely clear, the 

effective potential seems to include some of the more important aspects of 

configuration mixing •. 
. . 

The author wishes to thank E. K. Warburton and W •. T. Pinkston for discussions 

concerning their calculations. He .wishes to thank J. Cerny and B.· Harvey for 

discussions of their experimental results~ He also wishes to express his grati-

tude to Professor Perlman and hiS group at the LaWrence Radiadon Laboratory in 
. . 

Berkeley fortheir hospitality during the auinmer of 1961 and for the use of their 

computing facilities. 
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~~~:=·======~=,=========~F===·=================~~================= 
I 1J 

Configuration I c~ 

···-~·-~------+--·---·------
! 
! 

'I .. plh J ••. 

:-::::: 70 = :: 
I 
J 

Nl3 Levels (Mev) ' Levels (Mev) I 
' I ---r. 

0 
1 

0 
J 

.3.09 i 2.361 \ 

3.85 l 3.56 ' 

).d.,/'' 
,;) "· 

8.33 8.08 

--· 
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=t~~~·~:.l-~~~.=.s~~-w;,o:; 
I ! · 
' ' I liucl&.?l:r · Coulomb 

Configu'i:at.;i,mii : !:ateracti~tm Inter.actto:n 
l Energ-t {M'JSV) Energy (Mev) 

--·------------r---+-------···-·-
3.005 

2.280. 

2. 715 

2.755 

-.~ ·- ... 
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Table III. Energy levels and dGlllinant: configurations for N14 with 

-2 
vp ~ vs,d ~ 0.3 f and a~ 1.6. 

Energy (Mev) 

o-,o 2 .. 96 

o+, 1 2., 72 

7.91 

10.49 

20.54 

0 ,1 8.12 

l+,o 0 

5.54 

9·34 

11.44 

14.28 
; 

20.16 

(~,o 4.58 

11.78 

1+;1 16.32 

17.30 

1 'l 6.99 

12.00 

+ 2 ,o .8. 71 

13.82 

15.45 

Dominant 
configuration( 8) 

pl/2 8 1/2 
2 

pl/2 
2 

8
1/2 

d5/2 
2 

d3/2 
2 

p1/2 8 1/2 
2 

p1/2 
2 

8
1/2 

2 2 
8 1/2 + d5/2 + d 3/2 d5/2 

8 1/2 d3/2 
2. 

d5/2 + 6 1/2 d3/2 + d3/2 d5/2 

d3/2 
2 

p1/2 8 1/2 . 

. pl/2'd3/2 

8 1/2 d3/2 

d3/2 d5/2 

pl/2 8 1/2 

p1/2 d3/2 

8 1/2 d5/2 

d3/2 d5/2 + 8 1/2 dS/2 + 8 1/2 d3/2 

8 1/2 d3/2 + d3/2 d5/2 
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Table III. (con.) 

_:rt 
,J 'T 

... ___ ..,..__ .. ,_._ ___ ... 

~.l""""' n 
-· t··' 

1 'i. 

I+ . _, '(. 

+ !~ '1 

•. + (J 
,) _, 

Energy (~ev) 

- __.;..__ _ __;____......__ _______ ._~-·-· 
4.50 

7.53 

9.57 

11.95 

15.59 

16.93 

21.36 

8.99 

6 .• 77 

11.10 

15.21 

18.98 

5. 28 

11.82 

17.30 

7.43 

13.10 

11.94 

15.51-J. 

8.60 . 

pl/2 d5/2 

pl/2 d3/2 

8 1/2 d5/2. 
2 

dS/2 

8 1/2 d3/2 

d3/2 dS/2 
2 

d3/2 

pl/2 dS/2 

pl/2 d3/2 

8 1/2 d5/2 
.2 

dS/2 

d3/2 d5/2 -
2 

d3/2 

pl/2 d5/2 

8 1/2.d5/2 

d3/2 d5/2 

pl/2 d5/2 

d3/2 dS/2 
2 

d5/2 

d3/2 d5/2 
2 

d5/2 
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Table IV. Energy levels, dominant configuration(s), and eigenfunctions for 

14 -2 -2 a 
N with v R 0.32 f J v d = 0.27 f , and a s 1.6. 

p s, 

t=S"""'i!:"* T ! ::ct:F::e= 4 . ; C:S4·P4~) 

I 

Energy I Dominant ' 
(Mev) ~onfiguration(a~ 

t 4 

Eigenfunctions 

-----·--t------------4i __ 
Jn,'l'=O-,~ 

·-----------------------·---·· 
! ' 

~-·------~~~----------------------------------------------------1 

3. 31 ; pl/261/2 

- ~-----------~----=------~~------~------~-------J'' T=O+ t ' .) ~ 

2.94 2 
pl/2 

8.46 2 
8
1/2 

10.93 d .. f'> 
2 

:J .. 

20.86 d3/2 
2 

~ - ,I: J , TaO 
I 

)P1/2
8
1/2 

·--------
8.37 pl/28 1/2 :1.000 

·-------;-··-
J' c( Tn:l + 0: · ' , 

_____ _.,.._~~----:----~~---------·-·-----·~ 
2 2 2 2 

,P1/2 8 1/2 d5/2 8 1/2d3/2 d3/2d5/2 d3/'l. 
--·------------\-----------------~------··-·-·-····· 

0 2 
pl/2 0.9666 0.0643 0.1839 0.1012 0.0105 -tL1318 

6.34 2 
5
1/2 

0.1303 -0.8732 . -:-0.3268 0.0201 -0.3308 0,062b 

9. 9 2 d5/2 
2 0.1346 0.4713 -o.7457 -0.0398 -0.4357 n.I:tos 

12.24 5 1/2d3/2 0.1483 -o.0759 -0.2193 -o.8379. 0.4505 0.1378 

14.75 d3/2d5/2 

20.57 d3/2 
2 
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Table IV. (con.) 

·~~s:rt 't'?-~~ 

Energy Domi:r>..ant 
Eigenfunctions 

(Hev) .on figuration ( s) 
_.t 

n - I 
pl/2d3/2 J ,T=l ,0 

(1/2
8
1/2 

J_ 
i 

4.90 i 
pl/28 1/2 0.9931 0.117 5 

I ' 

12.07 r pl/ -i3/2 0.1175 -0.9931 
.• , 

i 

J:n:,T:..l+,l1 
r 

d3/2d5/2 31/i3/2 ' ! 

16.58 8 1/2d3/2 

17.55 d3/ 2d5/2 

rc - .. I . . 
J T'"'l 11 

p1/2d3/2 , ' ! ipl/28 1/2 

7. 26 p] /28 1/2 1-o.9945 . 0.1050 
i 

12.27 ' pl/2d3/2 1-0.1050 -0.9945 
t 

' 
---------~--

;r + ! 
8 1/2d5/2 8 1/2d3/2 d3/2d5/2 J ,T=2 ,01 

---~- ·-----
I 

8
J/'i5/2 

-0.8729 0.3935 0. 2885 9.45 I 

l 
! 

l! •. 28 d3/i5/2 
I 
I 

' 

15,90 ''1/ 2d3/ 2+d3/2d5/2l .. · .. , 
~--·--

:f( -

pl/2d5/2 p1/2d3/2 J 1T:-u2 ,o 
I ______ i ___ 

4.83 ! p1/2d5/2 0.9829 0.1842 

I 
7.89 t 

pl/2d3/2 0.1842 -0.9829 
J 

T J( '!"'t32 + 1! 8 1/2d5/2 d5/2 
2 

8 1/2d3/2 d3/2d5/2 d3/2 
2 

.... ' .J... ' ~ 
~ 

----+--
10.12 8 1/2d5/2 -0.8981 -0.3599 -o. 2219 0.1003 -0.0675 

12.31 d5/2 
2 -0.3857 0.9163 0.0171 -0.0920 0.0535 

It 



Table IV. (con.) 

.Energy Dominant 
(Mev) Configuration( a) 

15.90 

17.22 

21.65 

l1 -
J ~T=2 ,1 

9. 25 

13.71 

-" 3+0 ,J ,T= , . 

7.61 
i 
I 

11.60 i 
; 

l 
15.76 

19.46 

rc + ~ 
J '1'=3 • l' 

12.07 

l1 - . 
J , T=3 , 1! 

I 

7.71 

8 1/2d3/2 

d3/2d5/2 

d3/2 
2 

p1/2d5/2 

pl/2d3/2 

8 1/2d5/2 

d5/2 
2 

pl/2d5/2 

-0.9997 

8 1/2d5/2 

-0.8969 

-0.4307 

; 1.000 
f 

i 1.000 

-22-

Eigenfunctions 

pl/2d3/2 

0.0260 

.. 

d5/2 
2 

d3/2d5/2 d3/2 
2 

-o.4082 -0.1673 0.0312 

0.8919 0.1203 -0.0675 

0 

·-·~ -~.-· 



Table IV. (con.) 

. 
Energy Dominant Eigenfunctions 

(Mev) ~onfiguration(s) 

..\(. . ...... -. 

J:rr,Tt:-4 +,o d3/2dS/2 

13.82 d3/2d5/2 ',1.000 
~ 

n + 
J ,T=4 ,1 M 2 

•ds/z d3/2d5/2 

12.33 dS/2 
2 -0.9636 0. 2674 

I 15.95 d3/2d5/2 

1( + );[ 
J ,1'=<5 ,o ~ds// 

===9=.=3=2~===d5=/=2=2====~~~~1=.=0=00========================================~==~ 
a . . . 

The wave functions have been given only for the levels below 13 Mev. 

' ' 
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Table v. Comparison of the results of thi::: pape'" with those c l ··v.e,~y-";·~·"'!~ 9..·, . .:1 :.:.~.nk!:~~on e.nd Ta.lmi 

and Unna for levels below 10.50 Mev. in NJ~. 

0 

Energy Experimentala. 
.n 

(Mev) J , 'l' 

2o312 o+,1 

This pa.perb 
Dominant 

Configurations 

0+ 1 .. 2 
D ;pl/2 

core excited 

Pinkston' 
Dominant Configurations 

+ 2 
1 ,O;pl/2 

Talmi and TJnnad 

-~-· -· 
') 

p 
112 "'"f" st. rong p

3
/ 2 

p 1/2 
-1 ad.ruixture 

a lmost pure T·-, /2 
2 

"/ . 

0 ore excited and 

-1 

3o945 1+,o 
str ong p

112 
2 admixture 

4.91 (o)-,o 

5.10 2- ,o 

5o69 r· o D . 

5·83 3 .. ,~~0 

6.,05e ? 

6.23f rt- o 9 

6.44 3<->..,o 

6.70e ? 

7c03 (2)+,0 

7o40e,g ? 

7.60611 g ? 

7e97 2-
11
0 

.. 

o-,o;p1/28 1/2 

2-,o;p1/2d5/2 

-~ 1 - 11 0;pl/28 1/2 

3-~~0;pl/2d5/2 
? 

? 

core excited 

? 

? 

o-,o;pl/28 1/2 

2-,o;pl/2d5/2 

1-~~O;pl/2sl/2 

3-,0;pl/2d5/2 

? 

1 +.~~o ;( s ,d) 

3+11 0;(s,d) or p9d('?) 

? 

("_. 

p 
1/2

8
1/2 

p l/2d5/2 

p 
1/2

8
1/2 

p d 
1/2 5/2 

core excited 

t 
1:\) 

.f>. 
I 
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Table v. (con.) 

. --·~ - ··-
Energy Experimental a This paperb Warburton and I Talmi and Unne. 

d 

(Mev) J'":T Pinkstonc ! 
Dominant I 

conf~~gurations Dominant Configurations 

8.06 1-,1 F ,lf.Pl/28 1/2 1,""' 1 ;p1/28 1/2 P s I 1/2 1 2 
8o45e ? 't ? 

8.63 o+ 1 o-t,l;s
112 

2 o+ 1· (s 9 d) , II 1 

"· c¥.,{.'-"c .,_ .. 

8. 71. o-,1 o- "l;p1/28 1/2 
_,_ .... ;.,.·· 

o- "J;p vzs 1/2 pl/2
8 1/2 

- .. 

8.91 3-,(1) 3- 1 d , ;pl/2 5/2 3-,1;pl/2d5/2 pl/2d'J/2 

8.99 1+ ,(0) core excited ? 

9.,ooh 5+oo ·+ 5 ,o~d512 
2 

9·17 + 2 ,1 core excited 2+ 1 ( d) -l -1 
1 

; 
89 +P3/2 pl/2 

9ehl 1- I 'j' ?, pl/2d3/2(?) 

9o51 2-,1 2- I 1 JP1/2d5/2. 2~111;pl/2d5/2 pl/2d5/2 

9·71 lt- ,? 1+ ,O;ct
512 

2 ? 

10.09 2+ 0 
. " 2+11o;sl/2\/2 ? 

l0o22 1- ? g • ? p9s and/or p9d 

10o42 2+- 1 , 2+-9 1 ;s 
112

d
512 2+, 1 ;p3/2 -lpl/2 -1 + ( s ,d) core excited 

aThese energies and J7 ,T assignments were taken from F. Ajzenberg-Selove and T. Lauritsen, Nuclear 

Physics2:2_3 1 (1959) and a Technical Report of August 1960 by these same authors, and from .a. G. Harvey. 

J. Cerny 9 R. He Pehl; and E. Rivet (to be published). 

bThe J"': T and dominant cor. figurations in this column a~~e those calculatA(i ·iJ: !;his paper (see Table IV 

and Fi.f!. ..... ' ,.. . 

·-

I 
N 
VI 
I 

: . . ~. .,.·: .. -
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Table v. (con.) 

cThe results of Warburton and Pinkston quoted in this Table were taken fr-om E. K. Tvarb1-'r·tm: and. W. T. Pinkston, 

Phys. Rev. 118, 733 (1960), Table VII, P• 7')2. 

d The results of Talmi and Unna quoted in this Table were taken from L TRlmi R:nd .1. Unna, Annual Rev. of 

Nuclear Science 10, 353 (1960), Phys. Revs 2:2-2• 452 (1958). 

eThese experimental levels are not included in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2o 

fThe +parity ia assigned to this level on the basis of the work of W. W. True and E. Ko Warburton.~> Nucloor 

physics g_~9 426 ( 1961 ) and this assignment is supported by the work in this paper. 

gThese levels are not seen (ol pd) 9 (He3 8 p)P and ("'-, ot') scattering experiments. Sea Ref. 12. 

hJhis level is a new level found by Harvey~ al (See reference 12)o 

I 
N 
c. 
I 
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0 2.. 3 5 

J 
F'igure l. Energy levels of N14. For each spin, the first column gives the energy levels, spins, parities, and 

isotopic spins calcdated With J.<'P :::.Vs,d:.:0.3 r-2 
and ~=.1.6. The ~;{;e~P;;:~ol~.,gives tho experimentally 

observed emerp.:y lovels, aphis, parities, and isotopic spins. .< ... ; ,,,.,_,,. 
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N 
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.. 
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. __ .. _ 
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/ '· 

·:... 

3 5 
. · ... 

Figure 2. Energy levels of Nl4. Foreach spin, the· f'irst colu.mn gives the energy levels, spins, parities, and 

isotopic spins calculated with 

experimentally observed energy 

. .., p::: c.3~ r-', &Js,d=-0.27 r-2, ~nd d--: 1.6. The second column gives the 

levels, spins, parities, and isotopic spins. 

-- ----·-·----- ----~·-·-···-------·-~--
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com~ 
mission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

A~ used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor qf the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission~ or his e~ployment with such contractor . 
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